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PURPOSE
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The purpose of this data study is to provide a detailed review and analysis of the phone 
performance for a national Dental Service Organization (DSO) with more than 200 offices 
over the 90-day period from June through August 2017. In order to give actionable 
recommendations for improvement, Call Box benchmarked the DSO’s call data against 
similarly sized group practices, top-performing DSOs, and the dental industry as a whole. In 
doing so, Call Box was able to identify several areas of opportunity and compile suggestions 
to help the DSO improve and, ultimately, outperform the competition on each CRISP metric.

CRISP
The following report is organized around Call Box’s CRISP philosophy: the optimal way to enhance 
patient experience and schedule more appointments is to be CRISP on every call.

C RI S P

Connect every 
call to someone 

who can help

CONNECT

Request the 
appointment and 
Invite the caller to 

come in every time

REQUEST/INVITE

Schedule an 
appointment for 
a firm date and 

time

Pursue every 
potential patient

PURSUE

Overall, a high-level data comparison reveals that the DSO is trailing just slightly behind the 
industry average on every CRISP metric, except for Request & Invite. Positive highlights include 
a solid Request & Invite performance, and a strong Connect performance at the call center. The 
area needing the most improvement is individual offices’ ability to connect callers to someone 
who can book an appointment.

SCHEDULE
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*Call Box calculated CRISP by averaging 3 metrics: Connect, Request and Invite, and Schedule. Request and Invite data is from 
July 24 to all of August. Since the DSO is not currently tracking outbound, its Pursue scores are 00%. Pursue is the percentage 
of outbound calls that converted to a booked appointment.
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00%

Location A Location DLocation CLocation B

The following chart shows how the DSO stacks up against its competitors:
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CONNECT
The easiest way to improve the patient experience is by quickly 
connecting each caller to someone who can help them; note that 
connect does not mean answer. Connect does not include calls 
answered and sent to voicemail, or callers who were put on hold 
and then hung up.

22% of all the DSO’s calls never connected (39,220 unconnected 
calls). Compared to the industry average, the DSO has an average 
performance on Connect, trailing just 2% behind (80% vs. 78%). 
But when it comes to being the best of the best, the DSO is 10% 
behind similarly sized DSOs. The top DSO location, Location B, is 
barely behind the top-performing office on Call Box (92% vs. 94%).

Calls routed to the call center connected 12% more frequently 
(89%) than calls directly routed to a single office (77%). 

Dental Industry
80%

Dental Industry Top Score

Data Study DSO

Data Study DSO Office Top 
Score (Location B)

DSO

DSO Top Score

Industry Single Office

Industry Single Office Top Score

Similar Sized DSOs

Similar Sized DSO Top Score

CONNECT
PERCENTAGES

98%

78%

92%

81%

86%

77%

94%

88%

90%

Callers most often hang up 
on hold

Callers most frequently leave 
voicemails

MONDAY
12 – 3 PM

MONDAY
8 AM – 3 PM

CALLS NOT CONNECTED

Time into call when callers commonly hang up on hold

1.34 mins

Voicemail message

Voicemail, no message

Left a live message

Declined to leave a live 
message

Gave up on hold

Other

24%

33%

8%

7%

21%

7%

Opportunity!



RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR IMPROVING CONNECTION PERFORMANCE

For callers sent to voicemail, 65% were between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m. 25% of all the DSO’s
calls are on Mondays. For callers who hung up while on hold on Mondays, 41% are 
between 12 and 3 p.m. When patients are available to call and book an appointment – 
typically during lunch – the office team is likely doing the same. Call Box recommends 
having more staff available during these times to solve this.

HAVE MORE HANDS ON DECK ON MONDAYS TO HANDLE CALL VOLUME1

For offices strictly routing callers to receptionists, 21% hung up while on hold, compared 
to the call center at 5%. This is due to the call center’s manpower to handle the higher call 
volume, particularly from 12 to 3 p.m. on Mondays. Also, of all the DSO’s unconnected calls 
that were marked “hung up on hold,” 39% of potential patients hung up between 1 and 2 
minutes of the call. Call Box assumes this is for 2 reasons:

STOP PUTTING CALLERS ON HOLD!2

To increase connection score and foster a positive patient experience, Call Box recommends 
implementing a performance goal of connecting calls in 45 seconds or less. It’s recommended that office 
staff quit quickly answering and putting callers on hold, and instead focus on meeting callers’ needs. 

Calls routing to the call center ring for 1.25 minutes, before being sent to an office.•

The exercise of accommodating high call volume by answering and putting callers 
immediately on hold is frequent. The Call Box team listened to a random sampling of 
the DSO’s calls that were marked as “hung up on hold.” Out of 100 unique callers, 71 
spoke with someone within the first minute, were put on hold, then hung up.

•

The DSO’s biggest leak in Connect? Mondays. Of all unconnected calls each week, 25% occurred 
on Monday. 17% of these unconnected calls on Monday could have been easily avoided. By simply 
not putting callers on hold or sending them to voicemail, the DSO could gain 25% more patient 
opportunities on Mondays.

While it should always be a last resort, voicemail is a necessary catch-all for every practice. 
Having a voicemail set up reduces staff members’ inclinations to pick up the phone if they know 
they can’t help the patient right away; it’s a better patient experience to be sent to voicemail 
and receive a call back a few minutes later, rather than being put on hold and feeling forgotten. 

OPTIMIZE THE UTILIZATION OF VOICEMAIL3

NOTE: Voicemail should never be used as a crutch when call volume is high – the DSO 
should make connecting patients a priority on every call.
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Dental Industry
89%

Dental Industry Top Score

Data Study DSO

Data Study DSO Office Top 
Score (Location C)

DSO

DSO Top Score

Industry Single Office

Industry Single Office Top Score

Similar Sized DSOs

Similar Sized DSO Top Score

100%

94%

98%

88%

92%

87%

98%

91%

92%

78%
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REQUEST & INVITE
Once a caller has been connected to someone who can help 
them, the goal is to sell the appointment. 

The DSO’s average Request & Invite score is excellent at 94% – 5% 
above the industry average and 3% above similarly sized DSOs.

The DSO’s top-performing office when it comes to requesting 
the appointment is undoubtedly Location C, with an RI score of 
98%. Location C had a 96% request rate for new patients, 
and 97% for existing patients. That’s impressive!

While looking for ways to improve RI, Call Box found an area for 
potential growth. Of all the connected calls the DSO received 
over a three-month period, only 31% (49,870) of those calls 
were opportunities to book an appointment. Call Box dug into 
where the non-appointment opportunities were originating. 
The DSO’s SEO lines drive roughly half of all calls, with 38% 
being identified as appointment opportunities. Call Box 
believes this is because SEO line are used across the entire 
digital presence and Google.

Without each SEO call source information, it’s impossible to tell 
which sources are yielding opportunities that are most likely to 
convert into booked appointments, and which sources are not.

REQUEST & INVITE
PERCENTAGES

*Note that RI data is just for July 
24 to August 31.

Connected to a Qualified Staff 
Member

31%

Appointment Opportunities

CONNECTED CALLS / APPOINTMENT OPPS



RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR IMPROVING REQUEST/INVITE PERFORMANCE

Call Box found that when the DSO asks for 
an appointment, they book it 63% of the 
time! It’s simple: be prepared to answer 
insurance questions, and if someone calls in
with lots of questions, they’re likely looking 
to book an appointment, so there’s a cue 
to invite them in! It’s also recommended to 
offer at least 2 different appointment times.
Call Box consulting can help the DSO 
implement a sales culture mentality so 
office staff stops viewing the phone as an 
annoyance, and instead, as an avenue to sell 
appointments and increase revenue.

ASK FOR THE APPOINTMENT ON EVERY 
OPPORTUNITY1

Since every lead calls the same number, 
Call Box and the DSO are blind to the digital 
campaigns that generate each call. If the 
DSO sets up Website Calls at all locations, 
Call Box would have detailed insight into 
which ads and keyword searches lead 
callers to the website and which don’t. This 
increased awareness would aid the DSO’s 
marketing partners to increase ROI and 
start directing spend on sources that yield 
more appointment opportunities.

IMPLEMENT WEBSITE CALLS AT ALL 
LOCATIONS2

DSO DATA STUDY8
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Dental Industry
68%

Dental Industry Top Score

Data Study DSO

Data Study DSO Office Top 
Score (Location D)

DSO

DSO Top Score

Industry Single Office

Industry Single Office Top Score

Similar Sized DSOs

Similar Sized DSO Top Score

99%

63%

82%

75%

99%

66%

95%

74%

76%
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SCHEDULE
After requesting the appointment, it’s all about locking down 
a firm date and time on the same call.

When scheduling appointments, the DSO is trailing behind 
the industry by 5%, booking 63% of appointment requests. 
Compared to similar-sized DSOs, the DSO is 11% behind.

While individual offices and the call center were both asking 
for appointments at the same rate, the call center is being 
significantly outperformed by individual offices’ booking rate – 
60% versus 66%. A possible explanation for a higher booking 
rate at individual offices is that they receive more existing 
patient opportunities; existing patients are more likely to 
book an appointment. From June to August, the DSO booked 
new patients 50% of the time, and existing patients 80% of 
the time.

Call Box also looked into what was occurring on calls when 
an appointment wasn’t booked. Other than scheduling and 
insurance reasons, appointments went unbooked because 
potential patients said they’d call back later to schedule, or 
rejected the offer completely.

SCHEDULE
PERCENTAGES

REASONS NOT BOOKED

Other / No Reason 
Given

Insurance / Price

Schedule / Calendar 
Availability

Service Not Available / 
Out of Area

46%

26%

21%

6%



RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR IMPROVING SCHEDULE PERFORMANCE

In August, only 5% of all appointment opportunity 
calls were claimed using a phone code. There’s a stark 
difference when comparing the performance of these 
calls to 95% of calls where a phone code was not used. 
Although both claimed and unclaimed opportunities 
requested the appointment around 86% of the time, 
agents who claimed calls outperformed agents 
who didn’t by 12% (67% vs. 55%)! Phone codes assist 
with more than just clean reporting; they help keep 
people accountable and motivate them to perform 
better. 

1

PERFORMING BOOKING 
AGENTS REGULARLY:

Call Box data reveals that when 
patients are put on hold, there 
is a higher chance of a hang up, 
frustrating the caller and ridding of 
an appointment opportunity. 

Avoid putting patients on hold 
for a long time

From another Call Box study, top 
Schedule performers had  positive 
attitudes and were friendlier 
toward patients, regardless of the 
patient’s tone.

Stay upbeat and friendly on calls

Their request rate is high, compared 
to low Schedule performers. They 
also have become adept at handling 
objections and pushing for a firm 
appointment in a polite way.

Focus on asking each patient if 
they would like to come into the 
office

TOP

ENFORCE THE USE OF PHONE CODES

The User Engagement Report shows login frequency, 
reports viewed, and the number of calls listened 
to. Data shows that the DSO is rarely engaging in 
the product, but when it is, the Enterprise Staff 
Performance Report is viewed 64% of the time. 
Comparatively, top DSOs log into Call Box weekly 
and look at the Practice Performance Report and 
Outbound Performance; to be the best, Call Box 
recommends The DSO does the same. Call Box can 
train the DSO’s Office Managers on how to get the 
most out of these key reports.

2 IMPLEMENT A FEEDBACK LOOP

Use phone codes

What gets measured gets managed. 
What’s managed gets improved. Call 
Box always sees a jump from poor 
performers when they know they 
are going to be held accountable. 

Having this mindset will make settling for a follow-
up from a patient less likely. Focusing on a booked 
appointment can be done in a few ways during the 
call. Repeat the caller’s name and use it often to build 
rapport. Also, ease patients’ concerns and boost their 
confidence in the practice to increase the likelihood 
they’ll book. If price is an issue, redirect the focus 
to the practice’s quality services and the dentists’ 
reputations. These simple tactics remove the burden 
of training from managers, and help staff confidently 
Own The Phone.

3 ANSWER EVERY CALL WITH THE GOAL OF 
BOOKING AN APPOINTMENT
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PURSUE
Every high-performing DSO has an effective outbound calling program. Good things happen 
when outbound calls are connected: appointments are confirmed, missed opportunities are 
salvaged, and stranded callers are followed up with. 

Currently, the DSO is not tracking its outbound call traffic. To help the DSO improve, Call Box 
ran through an example scenario based on available statistics below:

On average, DSOs similar in size to the DSO are booking appointments on 22% of their 
connected outbound calls, and top-performing DSOs are booking on 35% of their connected 
outbound calls. If the DSO’s outbound performance is comparable to its inbound performance, 
Call Box can assume the DSO is 2% below average, booking 20% of connected outbound calls.

It’s a simple numbers game. If 1 DSO location connected on 50 outbound calls in a
month, it will book 10 appointments, and land around $9,000 (assuming a $900 first-year
patient). If 1 DSO location can match the performance of top-performing DSOs, that
1 office could nearly double revenue generated from booked outbound appointments. The
jump from booking at 20% to 35% is an $8,500 increase in revenue for just 1 location! $8,500
x 200 DSO locations = potentially a little more than $1.7 million additional revenue per
month, just by booking 9.4 more outbound appointments each month per location!

50 outbound calls

$9,000/mo

x
20% scheduling rate20%

50 outbound calls

$17,500/mo

x
35% scheduling rate35%

1 DATA STUDY DSO LOCATION

15% increase, $8,500 additional revenue

MULTIPLE LOCATIONS

+$8,500
additional revenue

200
Data Study DSO locations

x

+$1.7 million
additional revenue per month

just by booking 9.4 more 
outbound appointments per 

month per location



RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR BEING THE BEST AT PURSUE

No matter how CRISP a dental office is on the 
phone, some callers will slip through the cracks; 
it happens, but following up with and pursuing 
those callers, as well as holding staff accountable, 
matters most. With Call Box’s Missed Opportunity 
Alerts, management is instantly alerted (via email 
or text) of appointment opportunities that need 
to be followed up with, such as: 

1 SET UP AND CONSISTENTLY USE MISSED 
OPPORTUNITY ALERTS

The DSO is potentially missing out on at least an 
additional $1.7 million revenue each month, 
solely due to a lack of insight on outbound 
performance. By tracking outbound call traffic, 
the DSO’s team will be held accountable to 
ensure potential revenue is captured and receive 
clarity as to whether missed appointment 
opportunities are getting proper follow-up. 
For a dental organization of the DSO’s size, 
tracking and managing outbound performance 
is essential.

2 START TRACKING OUTBOUND

Callers who were never offered a scheduled 
appointment.

•

Callers who didn’t commit to an 
appointment, but still need a follow-up to 
find a date/time that works.

•

Callers who hung up on hold or were sent 
to voicemail, but left no message.

•

DSO DATA STUDY12
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NEXT STEPS
The DSO’s overall phone performance is on par with the dental industry, but 8% behind 
similarly sized DSOs and 16% away from being the best DSO using Call Box. The DSO is 
most notably performing at the level of an average non-DSO single office.

Highlights from the study include the strong connection performance linked to call center 
routing and phone performance when requesting and scheduling appointments at the 
individual offices. Callers who are routed to the call center are connecting at a strong rate of 
89%. But when it comes to handling the actual phone call, individual offices are significantly 
outperforming the call center. On average, office staff members request the appointment 
99% of the time for existing patients, and 94% of the time for new patients – scheduling the 
appointment 66% of the time!

The DSO has a ways to go in order to be beyond average and to break into being a top performer. 

Call Box uncovered key areas that – if small changes are made – the DSO will see drastic 
improvements in both patient phone experience and booked appointments. 

Ensure every staff member and call center agent is associating all calls with a 
phone code. Phone codes motivate people to request and book more; when 
the DSO requests the appointment, they book it 63% of the time!

Website Calls will allow Call Box to clearly determine which sources and keywords 
are driving potential patients to call the practice, which are the most likely to 
book, and ultimately optimize ROI.

The DSO will not only gain an increased insight and accountability, but also 
potentially an additional $1.7 million every month!

1

2

3

4

Adjust staffing schedules on Mondays to efficiently connect more callers. 
Mondays are the highest call volume days, particularly when offices take the 
biggest hit with Connect.

FIX MONDAYS

USE PHONE CODES

IMPLEMENT WEBSITE CALLS AT EVERY LOCATION

START TRACKING OUTBOUND CALLS


